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Abstract
The problem of solving constraint systems is a widely discussed topic in
mathematics and computer science. Many ways to solve these systems have
been developed. One way utilizing SMT solving is the use of the Cylindrical
Algebraic Decomposition. As the complexity of the CAD is high, research to
speed up CAD is relevant and still performed today. This thesis will explore the
possibility to gain performance in the CAD by checking if samples are needed or
could be skipped in the lifting phase. These checks will be done with multiple
variants and different heuristics. They will also only be done on resultants and
discriminants build in the projection phase. However, as later seen, the desired
performance gain can not be achieved. This new alteration to CAD only worsens
the performance of the used implemented CAD and reason will be given why.
The main reason is that too few samples get deleted.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem

The problem of solving (non)-linear constraint systems with real numbers and variables is a mathematical problem with many applications. One application would be
the solving of constraint systems for production machines. This thesis will take a
closer look at constraint systems using polynomials compared to zero. Note that
every (non)-linear constraint system can be converted into a constraint system of
polynomials compared to zero using basic transformations.
Definition 1.1.1 (Polynomial). A polynomial in n Variables x1 ,...,xn ∈ R is:
p(x1 ,...,xn ) =

m Y
n
X

xi,j · xj

i=1 j=1

using xi,j ∈ R
Note that therefore polynomials can be either univariate (n = 1) or multivariate
(n > 1). To solve these constraint systems (polynomials compared to zero) the
Cylndrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) will be used[Col75]. This thesis then aims
to analyze a possible improvement in the lifting phase, considering runtime, of the
Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition. Possibilities to delete not needed samples using
properties of later introduced projection operators will be used to analyze performance
gain or loss of that new variant of the CAD. Furthermore this thesis will only support
partial checking of projection polynomials, namely resultants and discriminants and
not the other projection polynomials.

1.2

Related Work

For related work refer to the works of the Theory of Hybrid Systems group at RWTH
Aachen University, which researches and tries to improve CAD. In the following
one examples will be given, because it contributed a big part to the CAD used in
this paper. This contribution made by Gereon Kremer in cooperation with Prof.
Dr. Erika Ábrahám was the implementation of a incremental CAD, which does not
just naively execute the algorithm, but rather tries to save time by skipping steps if
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possible[KA19]. Gereon Kremer contributed multiple works in an attempt to improve
CAD.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
2.1

SAT/SMT

Satisfiability Checking (SAT) describes the problem of checking the Boolean satisfiability problem.
Definition 2.1.1 (Boolean Formula). Let b1 , ..., bn ∈ B be Boolean variables.
Then a formula which uses b1 , ..., bn and ¬, ∧, ∨ on those variables is considered a
Boolean Formula.
The Boolean satisfiability problem only consists of the checking of one Boolean
formula for satisfiability. Following from that SAT in its most basic form can only
be used for propositional logic. In most applications simple propositional logic is not
sufficient to solve more complex problems. To solve more complex problems Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers were developed. SMT describes the solving of
the same decision problem for solving satisfiability for a predefined theory. So this
problem checks if a formula of theory expressions, which can be evaluated to true or
false and gets connected using ¬, ∧, ∨, where these operators are the commonly used
operators for logic, can be satisfied.
These theories could be linear real arithmetic or nonlinear real arithmetic as an example. One possible way to solve SMT algorithmically is by using the DPLL(T), where
T is a theory, framework [GHN+ 04]. The constraints become input in a DPLL(T)
solver like seen in:

UNSAT

SAT
Theory-Solver

SAT-Solver

SAT

UNSAT
As seen a DPLL(T) solver joins together a SAT solver and a theory solver for the
given theory. First the formula needs to be transformed in a way, so that there is a
Boolean skeleton for the underlying formula using theory constraints. This Boolean
skeleton then becomes the input of the SAT solver. The SAT solver tries to solve the
skeleton and checks if a model could be achieved. If said model could be build, the
information which constraints need to be true and which need to be false gets relayed
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to the theory solver. The theory solver then checks if the theory constraints can be
fulfilled in the way determined by the SAT solver. If the theory solver constructs a
model, which satisfies the assignments, the SMT solver returns satisfiable since the
original formula can be satisfied, because the boolean skeleton and the theory can
be satisfied. On the other hand if the theory solver could not find a model it has to
return a minimal set of constraints, which implied the unsatisfiability. With these the
original set of constraints gets alternated to prohibit the SAT-Solver to find the same
model, which was proven unsatisfiable, in the next run. If the SAT solver did not find
a model the SMT solver returns unsatisfiable, because if the Boolean skeleton can not
be satisfied no assignment using the theory can satisfy the formula.

2.2

CAD

The Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) is a method to solve a constraint
system in (non-)linear real arithmetic. So in the context of SMT-Solving it can be
seen as a theory solver. The specific input of the CAD are constraints of the form
p ◦ 0. Where p is an uni- or multivariate polynomial and ◦ ∈ {< , ≤ , = , ≥ , >}. A
constraint system then are multiple constraints, which all need to be satisfied. Note
that the same variable can be used in multiple constraints. p gets restricted to have
n variables. It follows that the assignments x of p(x) are x = (x1 ,...,xn ) ∈ Rn . As
defined, CAD only takes constraints compared to 0. Because of this, one intuition
could be to only compare the regions where the polynomials do not change their
sign. So the need for partial sets R0 ⊆ Rn , where p does not change its sign or is 0
arises. These regions are called sign-invariant. This works because if the polynomial
p does not change its sign in a region it will either be p > 0, p < 0 or p = 0 for
each point in the region on the given constraint compared to 0. For that reason we
only want a way to generate the regions R0 where all the polynomials, of the constraint system, do not change their sign or are 0. So it must hold for the region R0 ,
∀p(∀r ∈ R0 (p(r) > 0) ∨ ∀r ∈ R0 (p(r) = 0) ∨ ∀r ∈ R0 (p(r) < 0)).
The regions can then be seen as cylinders, with cylinders as connected subsets R0 ⊆ Rn
in n-dimensions. These cylinders can be defined only using the roots of all polynomials, since these are regions themselves and the border points for sign-invariant regions.
This is because the polynomial, which is zero at that point must be either positive
or negative in the region itself. Then as seen before it is enough to get one point
from this region to evaluate the answer of satisfiability for the whole region. CAD
generates these cylinders using the following diagram:
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Level

Projection

Lifting

n

Pn

CAD

n-1

Pn−1

Sn−1

:

:

:

2

P2

S2

1

P1

Sampling

S1

As seen above CAD uses two phases Projection and Lifting[Col75].

2.2.1

Projection

The goal of the Projection phase is to reduce polynomials with n variables in the set
Pn . The set Pn are the constraints of the constraint system. The reduction should
aim at polynomials with n − 1 variables in the set Pn−1 . Note that in rare cases
the reduction can skip a level to polynomials with fewer variables. So the goal is
to eliminate one variable at each level of the Projection until only one variable is
left. When using this reduction the important properties should still be observable
in the polynomials in Pn−1 . The important properties in the CAD are the roots of
the polynomials and their relations to each other. As these are needed to construct
the sign invariant regions in the lifting phase, since they are border/sample points
for these regions. As later seen these sign-invariant regions are then used to solve
the equation system. Now the roots of polynomials in Pn−1 shall be the points in
n−1 variables where these properties can be observed. The three properties/relations
which needs to be saved are the following:
• First two polynomials have a common root.
• Second the function of roots of a polynomial
can be observed in a local maxima/minima
or the multiplicities of a single polynomial change.
• Lastly the function of roots of a polynomial behaves in way so that one parameter trends to +/- infinity while the other parameters undergo minimal change
All these properties assume that n − 1 variables are fixed. In this thesis only the
first two properties will be observed. The first property can be achieved by using the
resultant of two polynomials.
Definition 2.2.1. Resultant
Let there be two polynomials p, p0 of dimension n. The resultant r of these polynomials
is the polynomial of lowest degree n0 so that x ∈ Rn ∧p(x) = 0∧p0 (x) = 0 → r(x0 ) = 0,
0
0
using ∀i=n
i=1 (xi = xi ).
This means that if the two polynomials which are used to construct the resultant,
have a common root with fixed n-1 variables, this implies that the resultant will have
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a root at the point of the fixed n-1 variables. A Resultant can be constructed by using
Sylvester matrices[BL10].
To get the second property Discriminants are used.
Definition 2.2.2. Discriminat
Let there be a polynomial p of dimension n. The Discriminat of p is the resultant of
p and the derivative of p using the variable corresponding to the level n.
From this follows that if the second property is fulfilled at x, then a root of the
0
0
Discriminat can be observed at x0 ∀i=n
i=1 (xi = xi ), if the Discriminant is of dimension
0
n.
How the third property is guaranteed will not be discussed here.
On one level these new polynomials will need to be constructed for every polynomial
and every pair of polynomials. These resulting polynomials are then used as the
polynomials of the next level (Pn−1 ). In turn the same operators are applied to these
polynomials on level n − 1. This gets done until every variable but one got eliminated.
Following that P1 is a set of univariate polynomials.
To get from P1 to S1 Sampling gets used. Sampling describes the process of finding the
roots on every polynomial in P1 . This is necessary since all the important information
for sign invariant regions are saved in those roots, as seen above. These roots get put
together in a set N ⊆ R. This set then gets supplemented by an arbitrary point in
between every pair of neighboring roots and two points at the borders. So the points
sbl , sbu ∈ R are selected as border points, so that sbl < n, sbu > n for all n ∈ N .
And for every n1 ,n2 ∈ N using n1 < n2 and ¬∃n0 (n0 ∈ N ∧ n1 < n0 < n2 ), a new
point s12 ∈ R gets put in, so that n1 < s12 < n2 . These are needed since the roots
describe the border points, but the cylinders of the points in between are also needed
to gather a valid solution. The resulting set is S1 .

2.2.2

Lifting

The Lifting phase now has to construct cylinders in Rn so that every sign invariant
region is represented by a sample point of a cylinder. Furthermore the Lifting phase
only gets the information saved in S1 and the polynomials of the Projection phase.
As seen in the diagram, the Lifting phase does this by going in opposite direction of
the Projection phase. So instead of decreasing the number of dimensions/variables it
increases them. This means that cylinders get build by adding one more dimension in
each step. To get from dimension i to i+1, the need to construct Si+1 out of Si arises.
The lifting method used to lift the set Si to Si+1 works like the Sampling method.
It has to do that because the borders and important points in i + 1 dimensions are
encoded in the roots of the polynomials constructed in the projection phase for that
level. It does the same with the exception that it uses the polynomials from Pi+1 and
puts each sample point s ∈ Si in each polynomial p ∈ Pi+1 . Resulting from the fact,
that since s ∈ Ri and every polynomial pi+1 ∈ Pi+1 and therefore has i + 1 variables,
the root finding is univariate after assignment of the i variables corresponding to the
sample. Following that every root finding in the Lifting phase is univariate. The set of
found roots for every s then gets supplemented like the roots in Sampling. The union
of every new set from every s0 ∈ Si is Si+1 . For Si+1 the same process gets executed.
The resulting set in n dimensions Sn = CAD is the set of sample points sp ∈ Rn for
every sign-invariant-region of the root constraint system. Based on the statements of
the introductory part of CAD these points are enough to check every possible solution
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to the constraint system. This means that only points from this set need to be checked
to cover all possible solutions. So basically the problem of constructing n-dimensional
cylinders got solved by only using univariate root finding and projection operators.
Another advantage is that a model assignment to the variables (if it exists) can always
be provided, as they are saved in the sample points of the CAD.[Col75]
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Chapter 3

Purging Samples
As seen in the Lifting phase CAD builds a tree structure since every sample gets lifted
with every polynomial of the level above. For that reason it could benefit the performance if there would be a way to delete samples, which can be determined as not
needed to get a valid answer. However a precise performance gain of this method is
difficult to predict. If one could make the assumption that the amount of roots, which
get deleted is maximal, then the performance gain would be significant. Because the
maximum number of samples which get deleted on level i originating from a sample
on level i − 1 is |Pi | · i. This is because the sample on level i − 1 gets lifted with every
polynomial out of the set of Pi and each of these checks can produce at most i roots
since every p ∈ Pi is of dimension i and therefore can have a maximum of i real roots.
Based on this formula, if a sample gets deleted on level m − 1 < n, using n as the
number of projection levels,
then the number of deleted samples based on the first
Qj=n
!n
deleted sample would be j=m (|Pj |) · !(m−1)
. This is just the multiplication of each
level above the deleted level since for each sample deleted on a lower level the formula
for the level above applies. This would mean an exponential growth of samples, but
the underlying assumption can not be made generally. It can also be the case that
the purged sample is the root for an empty tree, because there are no roots in any
parent polynomials using the assignments of this sample. So 0 further samples would
be eliminated. From these two points it follows that the number
of further deleted
Qj=n
!n
samples r ∈ N of a sample on level m − 1 is limited by 0 ≤ r ≤ j=m (|Pj |) · !(m−1)
.
Note that these are only the direct samples based on the first sample. Samples which
are filled in are not being considered for this estimation. So the results depend on the
number of roots and where the purged samples are located in the lifting tree. But
it should gain performance if enough samples are deleted, but no concrete assumptions of these numbers can be made. The question arises how samples which could
be purged can be identified. To determine new samples the roots of the polynomial
in the level above the current sample get used. These polynomials should only have
roots at the important points for constructing sign invariant regions. As seen these
points should be at the three properties mentioned in chapter 2.
However the operations, namely Resultant and Discriminant, only guarantee that
there are roots at the given points. They do not guarantee that there are no additional roots which do not correspond to the given point in the parent polynomials.
This follows from the fact that Resultants and Discriminants are only implying the
properties, but there is no equivalent dependence. Furthermore the fact that poly-
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nomials of degree n, in the real numbers, always have n roots in the complex space,
is an important factor why these properties can only be seen as implications and
not equivalences. The property above would be fulfilled if the only real roots of the
polynomial are the roots at the given points. In that case the rest of the roots would
be complex. However if at least one of the complex roots, which are not desired, is
in the real space, it will be seen as an important point and will be lifted to construct
a cylinder, which would not be necessary. So as discussed earlier it could benefit the
runtime if the unnecessary samples would be filtered. This can be done by utilizing
the properties defined in the definitions of the Resultant and Discriminant. So one
way to filter unnecessary roots would be to check if the parent polynomials of the
polynomial which are used for lifting have a common root at that point in the case
of the Resultant, since only these should be roots as important points. When it was
determined that the parent polynomial was a Determinant the same gets done for the
polynomial and its derivative. This can be done by getting the sets of roots of the
polynomial and checking if they have a common member. If they would not have a
common root no important property would be at this point and one could purge this
sample and therefore save the whole part-tree, with this sample as a root. Deleting
in this case implies not lifting the sample, so to not use it further. Also if the sample
was not deleted the determined roots can be later used as seen in the implementation.

Chapter 4

Implementation
For the implementation of CAD, SMT-RAT developed by the THS group at RWTH
Aachen University was used as a foundation[KA18]. SMT-RAT is a library which provides multiple solvers and strategies in SMT-Solving. One of these solvers is a CAD
solver. Another example would be a Max-SMT solver. Furthermore it can provide
means for quantifier elimination. In SMT-RAT every solver can be executed using
multiple strategies. These strategies alternate the way in which the solver solves the
input file. For example in the CAD solver Projection and Lifting priorities can be
manipulated in the strategies. As a strategy, if not declared otherwise, CADOnly was
used. For further explanation on this strategy refer to the SMT-RAT Documentation. As SMT-RAT was used an incremental CAD was used. The incremental CAD
changes the lifting and projection so that performance gains can possibly be achieved.
In the lifting the incremental CAD stops after finding one satisfying sample, when
given a satisfiability problem like given here. This means that not the whole CAD is
constructed but rather a part until a satisfying sample is obtained. Furthermore it
introduces a priority queue for lifting samples, which enables the user and strategy
to optimize the order in which the samples are lifted. In the Projection a similar
approach is implemented. A Projection queue gets used so that one entry polynomial can be projected at a time. After that the Lifting gets checked for a possible
solution. If a solution would be found the remaining projection would not have to be
computed and therefore time would be saved compared to the standard CAD where
the whole Projection needs to be computed. In addition heuristics, which estimate
the computational cost of one projection polynomial can be applied. So in summary
the incremental CAD can gain performance because computations can be saved by
finding a solution to the problem early.[KA19] Furthermore for the implementation of
mathematic algorithms, for example root finding and representation of numbers/intervals, the CArL Library was used[RIT20]. Alternations were made to SMT-RAT
to enable the purging of samples. Note that no alternations were made to algorithms
used in the CArL library. For that reason they are not in the consideration for the
results by the modified SMT-RAT library.
In the standard implementation of the purging of samples the method LiftSample of
SMT-RAT got alternated. First a utility was added to pass down the parents of the
polynomial, with which the sample should be lifted. These information included the
parents itself and furthermore information if the polynomial was created by building
the Resultant or Discriminant of polynomials or if another method was used. In the
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case that the polynomial is a Resultant or Discriminant the parent polynomials are
coded as well, so that they can be found in the Projection. This is needed to perform
the necessary checks later. Using this information the algorithm got coded by first
deciding if a sample is eligible to be purged. A sample is eligible, if it is constructed
out of the Resultant or Discriminant of parent polynomials. If it is eligible and in the
case of the sample being a Resultant, the roots of the parent polynomials of the lifting
polynomial are determined. They can be found using the sample level and the coded
ids of the parents. Following that the two sets get compared element by element. So
in this implementation this part would have a runtime of r1 + r2 + m ∗ n with r1, r2
being the time needed to determine the roots of the polynomials. m,n are the number
of elements in the root sets. Note that also minor overhead gets added. For example
the checks or additional for/while loops, which run their loop checks every pass. The
same goes for the case that the lifting polynomial is a Discriminant. But now only
one parent polynomial is given and a derivative of this polynomial needs to be determined. Again the roots get determined and compared. r1, r2 still are needed, but can
get expensive and are the most costly part of the extension proposed in this thesis, so
the reduction of time for root finding and the reuse of the root sets is important. For
that reason storage is traded in for runtime. This is possible, because if the sample
is not purged in most cases the parent polynomials are in the level above the new
sample and because of that roots for the parent polynomials using this sample, as the
assignment for the fixed variables, are still needed. These are exactly the roots used
in the process of determining if the sample is purged. Note that this is applicable to
both polynomials in the Resultant case but in the Discriminant case the roots of the
derivative can not be used and could therefore be a performance problem. The roots
that can be saved are stored in an array. Specific roots for a samples are stored using
the sample level, the id of the corresponding parent polynomial and a newly introduced id for each sample. This id simply counts the samples in a level and assigns
the ids incremental to the lifting of the samples.
In the following the basic algorithm and alternations will be analyzed based on benchmarks results. The benchmarks used for every result, which are to follow, are all part
of the SMT-LIB. Concretely QF-NRA out of SMT-LIB was used[SLB20]. In every
run, every smt2 file out of QF-NRA was executed. They were executed using a timeout of 3 Minutes, a maximum storage of 1 GB and using the benchmax executable
available in SMT-RAT[KA18]. The Benchmarks were executed on 4 processors 2.1
GHz AMD Opteron (12 cores) and 192 GB RAM.

Chapter 5

Evaluation
5.1

DeleteSamples

DeleteSamples will be the name for the modified Algorithm, which was described
earlier, in the following figures and analysis.

Figure 5.1: File Comparison
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Figure 5.2: Performance Graph

Figures
First a short explanation what these Figures (1,2) depict and how they are to be
interpreted is given. They will be used for every following comparison and analysis
in this thesis.
Figure 1 describes the relation of runtime of two versions of SMT-RAT. In this case
this would be DeleteSamples and the Standard algorithm implemented in SMT-RAT.
The ’Results’ points in this graph describe the files which finished with a valid result
for both algorithms. This means that both variations resulted in either SAT or UNSAT. Then the resulting point for that file will be at the point (x,y) with x = t1 and
y = t2 , with t1 = runtime in the standard variation, t2 = runtime in DeleteSamples
variation. This means that if a point is over the Equally Quick line then Standard
was faster than DeleteSamples for that file. The same goes for under the line. Equally
Quick just describes a line so that x = y for every point (x,y) on the line. This then
would mean that the files were equally quick.
The yellow and green dots describe the fact, that only one variation managed to get
a result in 3 Minutes. They are located at the halfway mark for the variation that
did not finish and at the finish time of the variation that actually managed to finish
them. In the specific example above this means, that DeleteSamples did not manage
to solve files, which the Standard algorithm did solve.
Figure 2 is a Performance Graph. This means that these figures depict the solved
files in a percentage of time of the maximum runtime (3 min = 180000ms). So for
example the point at 20 % describes the number of all files solved in 20% of the time
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Only DS
Time Mem
0
0

Only Standard
Time
Mem
121
4

Table 5.1: Only solved: Time/Mem
of the timeout.

Results
So from a mathematical standpoint DeleteSamples should bring performance if enough
samples get deleted to make up for the loss which gets created during the derivation
and the consecutive root finding of the polynomials which got projected using the
Discriminant. This is because every other determining of roots needs to be done by
the Standard algorithm too, since the sample which gets checked will need to be lifted
using the original polynomial, in the case of a Discriminant, or both polynomials, in
the case of a Resultant. Therefore there should be no time loss, when comparing
the Standard implementation and DeleteSamples. Note that further overhead got
introduced in the implementation of the algorithm, but this overhead is negligible
since it is mainly assignments or if/else checks. Especially on larger files it should
not influence the runtime. The table pictured in Table 1 however, gives an overview
over how many files were gained/lost between the two algorithms. This means that if
a file finished in one variant but not in the other it would be added to that column.
Furthermore it is specified if the other variant time out or if it failed because of a an
excess in memory.
So on the first observation of Figures 1,2 it gets clear that DeleteSamples does not
gain any performance improvements. In fact it worsens it. On the other hand Figure
2 shows that some performance gets lost in the lower times, but its comparable when
approaching times larger than 1 second. Comparable here means that the curves are
similar. So the difference of solved files stays almost the same. But when looking
at the numbers from Table 1, one can see, that 125 files which get solved during
the standard algorithm do not get solved using DeleteSamples. Even though this
indicates that the performance is worse. this also indicates that the swap of runtime
for storage can be made, because the memouts do not rise for a huge amount. Note
that this assumption can at least be made if 1 GB of Storage is available to solve
every file. The results may differ if less storage is available.
File Analysis
In the following analysis few representing files will be more thoroughly analyzed to
determine why the implementation does not indicate the performance gain that the
mathematical problem would implicate.
First files which are solved within 5-10s will be observed. Specifically there will be
the restriction, that the time of Standard can not deviate more than 5% of the time
of DeleteSamples. In theory there are multiple possibilities how the two methods
produce a similar output. As a first possibility, there could be no complex root finding and derivation, so root finding problems and the derivation do not take a large
amount of time or time at all. This would imply that the time loss of performance
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implied above would be very small and the algorithms produce a similar output. The
other possibility is that there is quite an amount of overhead and time lost in the
derivation and root finding. In that case, to achieve similar results, a few spurious
samples need to be found to cancel out the overhead.
On all observed files it was the case that the overhead created by DeleteSamples was
not enough to alter the result of the file. An important remark here is that only a
selective part was observed more thoroughly and there could be the possibility that
other files still delete samples to cancel out the overhead. But if that is the case they
are the strong minority in the observed state.
Another interesting case which will be observed is that one variant finishes fast and
another takes much more time or does not finish at all. In the case, that DeleteSamples was much faster than Standard it should be the case that enough samples were
deleted to cancel the overhead and to gain performance. However as seen in Figure
1 and in Table 1 there are not many files where this is the case. Concretely there are
two files
("20180501-Economics-Mulligan/MulliganEconomicsModel0061c.smt2"/
"zankl/matrix-1-all-21.smt2") which were almost 50% faster in DeleteSamples than
in Standard. Note that only files which ran longer than 1s were considered for this
selection, since a 50% gain in runtime is not much and easily achievable under 1s. On
further analysis the zankl file performed better in the benchmarks than in separate
analysis where only the file was checked. Because the zankl file was almost equal in
separate analysis and took longer than in the benchmarks. Nonetheless in zankl 1290
samples were deleted, but this resulted only in a gain of 2038 not lifted samples in
the new variant of 18354 in the old variant. This shows that many samples must be
deleted in the upper levels since a deletion in the lower levels would mean that more
samples would not be lifted. The Mulligan file performed similarly to the results in
the benchmarks. This also shows in the case of the not lifted samples in comparison
to the old variant. The new variant does not lift 7671 samples which the old one does
lift. The standard variant lifts 19980 samples. A surprising fact is that DeleteSamples
achieves these 7671 not lifted samples with only 86 samples which were deemed not
needed. This means that these 86 samples have to be at a lower level since then the
whole tree structure above those samples does not need to be build and many not
lifted samples can be achieved. So it follows that for a gain in performance it is not
sufficient that a considerable number of samples get deleted, but that they also should
be deleted as low as possible. These results also show that not enough samples get
deleted to gain performance in the other files.
The inverted case, that Standard was much faster than DeleteSamples, should only be
possible if no samples get deleted and the overhead, which gets introduced considerably worsens the performance. So the expectation for these cases would be that there
are derivations and root findings for these derivatives, which are very time costly.
On further observation it gets clear that one problem that arises with the CAD in
its implemented variant is that some roots get determined, in the checking process,
which do not get used later in the run because the Standard algorithm arrives at a
result before these result would have been needed. So for example if a file ends in
SAT before further samples would be lifted, but in those samples which still were not
lifted there was a costly root finding task, then this task would only be executed in
the DeleteSamples algorithm, if it was used to check the necessity of a sample. This
is caused by the incremental CAD. In theory this problem should only occur with
satisfying files. Therefore there will be a comparison on runtime based on the result
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SAT
Standard
DS
2297
1555

UNSAT
Standard DS
938
221

Table 5.2: Core Times
DeleteSamples
Samples Not Needed
Samples DS
13951984
725284242
Not Needed/DS
DS/Standard
1.92%
93.72%

Standard
Samples Standard
777976935

Table 5.3: Sample Numbers
of file in the following.
SAT-UNSAT
In contrary to the statistics talked about above, where the runtime of the whole file
was the statistic observed, in this following comparison only the times of the CAD
Core itself will be considered. As a quick implementation note, these times were made
using the system time and are therefore rounded to seconds, so very precise results as
seen above are not possible. Also a fresh run of the benchmarks was used. This run
used the same parameters. Compared were files that both finished in SAT or both
finished in UNSAT as well as files which only finished in one variant.
The concrete numbers for this comparison can be found in Table 2. In this Table
(2) the number indicates how many times an algorithm was faster under a certain
result. So in contrary to the expectation, which was that in the case of an UNSAT
file the runtime would be close to equal in the core itself, the core time in the files,
which are UNSAT are much more onesided then in the SAT case. This indicates that
not enough samples get deleted, because even though the UNSAT files need to build
all samples not enough samples get deleted to compensate for the overhead. On the
other hand this result can also indicate that, if enough samples get deleted in the SAT
case and ’trees’ which will be deleted, would still be build in the Standard variant.
As the previous results indicate, there are probably not that many samples which get
deleted. For that reason a analysis of the deleted samples and on which level they
occur will follow. These results will be based on again separate benchmarks, which
were done in the same way as the benchmarks above.

Sample Analysis
The numbers in Table 3 represent the numbers of the respective samples in the benchmarks and how many samples were not needed in DeleteSamples. Note that if a
sample was not needed in DeleteSamples, it is still counted in the sample count of
DeleteSamples. An important detail here is, that not all these samples which were not
constructed can be tracked back to deleted samples. So probably not all of the 6.28%
gain of DeleteSamples comes from deleted samples. This gets further reinforced by
the fact that the number of deleted samples of all checked samples is under 2%. As
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DeleteSamples
Samples Not Needed
Samples DS
430165
14905635
Not Needed/DS
DS/Standard
2.89%
98.75%

Standard
Samples Standard
15094444

Table 5.4: Sample Numbers (Both Finished)

Resultants
Not Needed
Sum
13507947
174248519
7.75%

Discriminants
NotNeeded
Sum
444307
1193144
37.22%

Table 5.5: Sample Numbers (Resultant/Discriminant)

seen earlier Standard finishes files in which DeleteSamples does not finish because it
needs to do an expensive root finding task. In this case Standard has more samples
even though no samples were deleted. For that reason a comparison of using only
files were both finished is needed.
As seen in Table 4 the percentage of samples which get deleted is almost the same,
but the number of the relative amount of all samples grew a significant amount. For
this reason it is possible to say that most gains, in terms of not lifted samples, which
are shown in table 3 come from files which needed to do an expensive root finding
task rather than from sample deletion.
In the following figures of Resultants and Discriminant numbers will be observed separately.
Table 5 shows the numbers of samples lifted with Resultants and Discriminants respectively and how many were deleted. For this table all files were observed. It shows
that Discriminants seem to have a higher chance at purging samples but are used far
less to lift samples than Resultants. For this a reason a heuristic will be implemented
which uses only Resultants (refer to 5.1.1).
As seen before the level is also a deciding factor in the effectiveness of this new algorithm. The average level of a deleted sample is at 54% of height of the Lifting tree.
Note that for this number only files which actually deleted samples were considered.
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Figure 5.3

The Figure above shows a more detailed description of how many samples got
deleted up to a certain level. The Depth is given as %. The bin at 100 is equal to
the number of all deleted samples. This shows that almost no samples get deleted at
the bottom levels, which would be desirable to gain more performance. Level in this
context is always meant as the level as seen in the Lifting of the CAD in Chapter 2.
So it is corresponding to the number of variables in the polynomial which was used
to lift the sample. Also most of the purged samples are located in the medium levels.
Furthermore there are not many samples which get deleted on the upper levels, so
this implies, that whole part trees are more often purged than just one sample. When
talking about low/medium/high levels it is important to notice that for one file a
high level could be level 4 and for another file it could be level 50. So this graph
just gives an intuition of the location of deleted samples. Although this could mean
that the design of Resultants and Discriminants works better on polynomials with
less variables, than with more variables. This assumption could be made because the
levels will balance out on average over the 12000 files. The analysis on this topic will
not be discussed in this thesis.
Based on these results and the results before a heuristic will be employed, which
could improve the performance of the variant. This heuristic will be the usage of
only Resultants for checks and ignoring Discriminants. At first this seems counter
intuitive, because the percentage of not needed samples is larger in the Discriminant
checks. However since the Discriminants are a lot less frequent than the Resultants
the percentage is higher, but the absolute number of deleted samples is much lower.
Furthermore the Discriminant check introduces much more overhead than the Resul-
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tant check. For those reasons it may not be feasible to check Discriminants in the
picture of all files. Moreover this new heuristic should improve performance since
more results of the Resultants check can be reused and the performance of 7.75%
deleted samples suggest that it will still be worth.

5.1.1

Only Resultants

As a result of the previous analysis a further variant can be implemented and will be
analyzed in the following. The Only Resultants variant only checks Resultants if they
are needed. This means that for every Discriminant no check is performed and they
are viewed as needed. By doing this the overhead of the check for the Discriminant
is eliminated. This leaves only the Resultant overhead which in theory should not
influence the performance as much.

Figure 5.4: File Comparison
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Only ResOnly
Time Mem
0
0

Only Standard
Time
Mem
104
5

Table 5.6: Only solved: Time/Mem
Figure 5.5: Performance Graph

For explanation on the type of Figures (4,5) and the Table (6) refer to DeleteSamples. From these Figures it gets clear that these variant gains performance over
DeleteSamples but still loses in comparison to the Standard variant. This can be
explained for the reasons given in DeleteSamples. The performance gain is explained
above and can be observed in the files. So it is the case that so few samples get deleted
that the saving of the overhead introduced in the Discriminant check improves performance. One important fact to note is then that checks for Discriminants seem not
feasible in the views of this result.
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Evaluation

Another big change that was made, was in the evaluation of roots since this is a
big part of the time loss and problem in the CAD. Since roots for Resultants and
Discriminants and their parents respectively will need to be calculated, a time gain
here would improve the overall performance of the entire procedure. In the original
variant (DeleteSamples) the roots for the parent polynomials were calculated and then
compared element by element. For this variant a partial evaluation of polynomials
of the CArL library was used. The partial evaluation works by creating a construct
which saves the assignments saved in the new sample which is to be lifted since every
sample encodes assignments for each variable as designed by CAD. Then the roots of
one parent polynomial get determined and get put in the same structure which then
evaluates the polynomial based on the assignments. After assigning these variables
there can be no more unassigned variables in the parent polynomial. This then enables
to save the root finding for one parent polynomial. But it prevents the saving for both
parent polynomials.

Figure 5.6: File Comparison
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Only Eval
Time Mem
0
0

Only Standard
Time
Mem
156
3

Table 5.7: Only solved: Time/Mem
Figure 5.7: Performance Graph

The Figures (6,7) and Table (7) depict the same comparisons as in DeleteSamples.
For further explanation on what the Figures and Table depict refer to DeleteSamples.
As seen in the tables the evaluation variant performs even worse than the DeleteSamples variant. This can be seen especially in Figure 7 and Table 7. First as seen in
Table 5 the evaluation variant loses even more files compared to the standard variant and does not gain any files. Furthermore it shows worse performance in Figure
7. All this also indicates that not enough samples get deleted for this variant to be
feasible. Because the only way that Evaluation shows a such a worse performance
than DeleteSamples is when almost no samples get deleted and therefore there is no
time saved in the evaluation, since the roots will be determined anyway. If samples
would get deleted determining of roots and therefore time could be saved as the evaluation should be faster than root finding. This is then consistent with the analysis
of the samples in DeleteSamples. The analysis in DeleteSamples can also be applied
here since this change in root comparing method does not influence the behavior of
deleted samples, because if a sample gets deleted in DeleteSamples it will be deleted
in Evaluation.
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Summary
Figure 5.8: Performance Graph

This Figure shows a comparison of all variants which got introduced so far. All these
variants work on the incremental CAD. So in summary all variants loose performance
in comparison to the standard variant implemented in SMT-RAT. The Only Resultant variant gains performance on DeleteSamples but it is only marginal. This is
because too few samples get deleted because of the reasons stated above. Furthermore the evaluation off roots does not gain performance as Eval is worse than any
other implemented variant.
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5.4

Full Lifting

Full Lifting describes the same algorithm as in DeleteSamples, but this time constructs all cylinders in the CAD. This means that even if an result is obtained every
other cylinder will still be constructed. So basically a basic CAD in contrast to the
incremental CAD was used. In return the problem that the implemented CAD stops
after finding an answer in DeleteSamples will be canceled out. Because now the CAD
will continue and therefore every root resulting from a Resultant check can be reused.

Figure 5.9: File Comparison
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Figure 5.10: Performance Graph

Depicted in Figure 9 and 10 are again the same graphs as shown before in this
thesis. The immediate impression is that the performance gain/loss got smaller.
Furthermore there is pretty much no difference in the two variants. This reinforces
the fact that not enough samples can get deleted from checks only using Resultants
or checks at all. Because not enough samples get deleted to balance out the minor
overhead which is created by the checks there is still some performance loss. Minor
overhead refers to the added if/else checks or assignments which were added. Any
major overhead, root checks for example, can be reused as explained before, so no
time loss/gain is produced in these. So therefore the minor overhead is the only
overhead in this variant. In contrary if enough samples would be deleted there should
be a performance gain because no additional overhead is created.
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Figure 5.11: File Comparison

For comparison Figure 11 shows the time graph for the standard algorithm in
comparison to DeleteSamples in the Full Lifting variant. Now the benefit of reusing
everything can no longer be relied upon. Since Discriminants are checked now, additional overhead is created. This immediately shows in the performance which is
now worse as expected. Again this points to few sample deletions, as the increase
in overhead is immediately observable and no gains by further sample deletions are
made. However it is still better than the version of DeleteSamples using the incremental CAD. This again shows that the incremental CAD is counter productive to this
DeleteSamples algorithm, because not every major overhead which gets introduced
can get reused (at least in the Only Resultant variant).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
This thesis aimed at exploring multiple variants of the Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition. These variants purged samples, which were created in the lifting of
polynomials in the lifting process of the CAD, but which were not needed because
they were not at an important point. To explore this possibility the SMT-RAT library was extended to allow for the necessary checks. The checks were performed on
Discriminants and Resultants. However the results showed that this new variant and
implementation had two problems. First too few samples could be purged to cancel out the overhead and second the construction of the implemented CAD blocked
assumptions which could be made based on the mathematical algorithm. Only 2%
of the samples were found not needed, which proved to be not enough to cancel out
the overhead. Since these first results were not improving the performance multiple
alternations of the basic algorithm were implemented.
The first alternation was the checking of samples stemming from Resultants, but
not from Discriminants. This alternation gained performance compared to the new
variant, but was still considerably slower than the standard variation which does not
check samples. The second alternation was the implementation of a different method
to find roots, the evaluation method. This proved to be slower than the DeleteSamples
method, because it created more overhead which could not be compensated because
to few samples were deleted. The third alternation was an alternation to the whole
CAD so that every sample needs to be lifted. The result of these benchmarks were
that again not enough samples were purged. It also showed, that when observed
alone, the Resultant variant proves faster than the standard variant even in the Full
Lifting.
In summary one can say that purging samples, at least in this version, is not enhancing
the performance of the CAD.

6.1

Future Work

One possibility to further test this variation would be to implement a check for every
possible polynomial which gets created during the projection. In addition this thesis
only took a look at two forms of polynomials used in the projection. It could be
extended by performing checks for the other projection polynomials too. Furthermore
every enhancement of the CAD would also enhance this new variant. So for example
an improved root finding method would also benefit this variant. Additionally if a
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higher percentage of deleted samples could be achieved, for example through different
heuristics, a new try at implementing this variant would be considerable. Because as
seen this new approach does not gain performance for the fact that to few samples
are deleted.
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